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Death by the Dozen
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING LIBRARY LOVER'S MYSTERY FROM THE
AUTHOR OF DUE OR DIE “Avast” in pirate speak means what?* Answering tricky
reference questions like this one provides plenty of excitement for library director
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Lindsey Norris. But when a shocking murder is committed in her cozy coastal town
of Briar Creek, Connecticut, the question of who did it must be answered before an
innocent man gets the book thrown at him Lindsey is enjoying her second year in
Briar Creek as the library director, meeting with the crafternoon club, and happily
dating tour boat captain Mike Sullivan. But when a salvage company arrives in
town to dig up treasure buried on Pirate Island over three hundred years ago, the
locals are torn between protecting the island and welcoming the publicity. In spite
of the squabbling, Charlie Peyton, Lindsey’s downstairs neighbor, takes a job with
the salvage company. But when Trudi Hargrave, the local tourism director who
hired the company, is found murdered at the excavation site, Charlie becomes the
chief suspect. To help him, Lindsey must do some digging of her own before the
real killer buries the truth for good… *stop

An Appetite For Murder
Melanie and Angie are determined to win the Challenge to the Chef to promote
their Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery. Mel's mentor from culinary school, Vic Mazzotta,
may be one of the judges, but Mel and Angie will have to win fair and square. But,
when Vic's dead body is found inside a freezer truck, Mel and Angie will need to
use their best judgment to find the cold-blooded killer or they may lose more than
the contest- they may lose their lives.
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Buttercream Bump Off
Twelve-year-old Isabel is dying to get out of her small town of Willow, Oregon, and
travel like her best friend, Sophie. But when Isabel’s mother decides to open up a
cupcake shop across town, Isabel is once again stuck in Willow for the
summer…until she learns of a baking contest where the finalists get an allexpenses paid trip to New York City to compete in the final bake-off. But Sophie is
also entering the contest, and Isabel’s mother has reservations. Can Isabel finally
realize her dreams of leaving Willow without hurting two of the most important
people in her life?

50% Off Murder
When a best man's corpse is found hanging from the grand staircase at her
family's mansion, clambake caterer Julia Snowden must join the search for the
killer. Original.

Laced With Poison
Christmas cheer has sent the griddle into overdrive at Robbie Jordan’s popular
country store and café. And this year, there’s a new seasonal special to feast on:
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murder! As December sweeps through South Lick, Indiana, Robbie’s life seems
merry and bright like the string lights glistening around town. But strange
happenings signal a bumpy ride into the holidays. First a man raises eyebrows at
Pans ‘N Pancakes when he claiming to be the long-lost half-brother of Robbie’s
assistant. Then a fire destroys the home of a controversial anesthesiologist,
exposing skeletal remains in his attic. Helplessly intrigued, all Robbie wants for
Christmas is to stop her winter wonderland from becoming a real nightmare. With
a decades-old mystery taking shape, can she run as fast as she can in pursuit of a
killer who’s harder to crack than a stale gingerbread man? Includes Recipes for You
to Try!

Clammed Up
Library director Lindsey Norris must solve a murder in her cozy Connecticut
hometown before anyone else is checked out for good in this Library Lover’s
mystery. Carrie Rushton, the president of the Friends of the Library, has been
accused of murdering her husband. The evidence is stacking up against Carrie, but
neither Lindsey nor the Briar Creek crafternoon club is buying it. When a nor'easter
buries the small coastal town, the police are too busy digging out the locals to
investigate the murder. With the help of her crafternoon friends and an abandoned
puppy they name Heathcliff, Lindsey has to solve the question of who murdered
Mr. Rushton before the killer closes the book on Carrie
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Going, Going, Ganache
A collection of dozens of dairy-free, vegan cupcake and frosting recipes, written by
the co-hosts of Post Punk Kitchen, includes such options as Banana Split Cupcakes,
Linzer Torte Cupcakes, and Chai Latte Cupcakes. By the authors of Vegan with a
Vengeance. Original.

The Diva Takes the Cake
For the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew, wedding bells turn to death knells in this latest
mystery in the New York Times bestselling series. With Angie and Tate's wedding
just around the corner, it's a happy time for Melanie Cooper and the bakery crew.
Not only are they finessing the last minute details of the big day, but their bakery,
Fairy Tale Cupcakes, has just been hired to bake cupcakes for the blockbuster book
signing of a controversial author who wrote a steamy bestseller filled with juicy
local gossip. But one by one, the people Angie has hired to work at the wedding
begin turning up dead. As the body count rises, the bestselling author is the next
to bite the dust. Mel quickly realizes she needs to figure out how the murders are
connected and why--before the killer brings the entire cupcake crew crumbling
down. After all, Angie and Tate deserve their sweet happily ever after. INCLUDES
SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES!
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Cookies and Scream
By Jenn McKinlay, author of the Library Lover's mysteries and the Cupcake Bakery
mysteries, writing as Josie Belle Maggie Gerber-one of the founding members of
the Good Buy Birls- loves her quiet life in St. Stanley, Virginia. But all that changes
when Sam Collins, her old flame, moves back to town as the new sheriff. On top of
that, Claire Freemont, a librarian and the newest member of the Good Buy Girls,
starts acting utterly strange. When Maggie goes to visit her the next day at the
library, she finds the body of a very dead man. Turns out the man is someone from
Claire's past. As the handsome new sheriff zeroes in on Claire, it's up to Maggie
and the rest of the Good Buy Girls to use their bargain-hunting skills to hunt a killerwhile making sure they don't pay too much in the process

Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World
Library director Lindsey Norris must solve a murder in her cozy Connecticut
hometown before anyone else is checked out for good in this Library Lover’s
mystery. Carrie Rushton, the president of the Friends of the Library, has been
accused of murdering her husband. The evidence is stacking up against Carrie, but
neither Lindsey nor the Briar Creek crafternoon club is buying it. When a nor'easter
buries the small coastal town, the police are too busy digging out the locals to
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investigate the murder. With the help of her crafternoon friends and an abandoned
puppy they name Heathcliff, Lindsey has to solve the question of who murdered
Mr. Rushton before the killer closes the book on Carrie

Candy Slain Murder
As the New York Times bestselling series continues, it's going to take every recipe
the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew has to whip up a quick defense for Mel Cooper when
her high school reunion goes from a cake walk to a car wreck Melanie Cooper has
zero interest in catering her fifteen-year high school reunion, but Angie insists it's
only right that they bask in the success of Fairy Tale Cupcakes--and Mel's
engagement to the delicious Joe DeLaura is the cherry on top! Everything is going
better than expected until Cassidy Havers, resident mean girl and Mel's high
school nemesis, picks a fight. No longer willing to put up with Cassidy's bullying,
Mel is ready to tell the former homecoming queen to shut her piehole and call it a
night. But as Mel and Joe prepare to depart, Cassidy is found dead in the girl's
bathroom, next to a note written in lipstick that points right to Mel--making her the
prime suspect. Now, Mel must follow the clues to find the real killer and keep her
reputation from being frosted for a crime she didn't commit.

Books Can Be Deceiving
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THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING LIBRARY LOVER'S MYSTERY FROM THE
AUTHOR OF DUE OR DIE “Avast” in pirate speak means what?* Answering tricky
reference questions like this one provides plenty of excitement for library director
Lindsey Norris. But when a shocking murder is committed in her cozy coastal town
of Briar Creek, Connecticut, the question of who did it must be answered before an
innocent man gets the book thrown at him Lindsey is enjoying her second year in
Briar Creek as the library director, meeting with the crafternoon club, and happily
dating tour boat captain Mike Sullivan. But when a salvage company arrives in
town to dig up treasure buried on Pirate Island over three hundred years ago, the
locals are torn between protecting the island and welcoming the publicity. In spite
of the squabbling, Charlie Peyton, Lindsey’s downstairs neighbor, takes a job with
the salvage company. But when Trudi Hargrave, the local tourism director who
hired the company, is found murdered at the excavation site, Charlie becomes the
chief suspect. To help him, Lindsey must do some digging of her own before the
real killer buries the truth for good… *stop

Due or Die
Melanie and Angie are determined to win the Challenge to the Chef to promote
their Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery. Mel's mentor from culinary school, Vic Mazzotta,
may be one of the judges, but Mel and Angie will have to win fair and square. But,
when Vic's dead body is found inside a freezer truck, Mel and Angie will need to
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use their best judgment to find the cold-blooded killer or they may lose more than
the contest- they may lose their lives.

The Cherry Tree Cafe
Cupcakes, crafting and love at The Cherry Tree Cafe Perfect feel-good summer
reading for fans of Great British Bake-Off Lizzie Dixon's life feels as though it's
fallen apart. Instead of the marriage proposal she was hoping for from her
boyfriend, she is unceremoniously dumped, and her job is about to go the same
way. So, there's only one option: to go back home to the village she grew up in and
to try to start again. Her best friend Jemma is delighted Lizzie has come back home
as she has just bought a little cafe and Lizzie's sewing skills are just what she
needs to help get it ready for the grand opening. With a new venture and a new
home, things are looking much brighter for Lizzie. But can she get over her broken
heart, and will an old flame reignite a love from long ago? For everyone who loves
settling down to watch Great British Bake-Off, the Great British Sewing Bee, or
curling up to read Milly Johnson or Jenny Colgan,The Cherry Tree Cafe is a coffeebreak treat. 'A heart-warming sweet treat of a read' Mandy Baggot 'Fans of Jenny
Colgan and Carole Matthews will enjoy this heartfelt debut novel from talented new
author, Heidi Swain. The Cherry Tree Cafe is that most delicious of things - a warm
and gently funny story of reinvention, romance, and second chances that you'll
devour in one sitting' Katie Oliver, author of the bestselling 'Marrying Mr Darcy'
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series 'The Cherry Tree Cafe is every bit as delicious as the cover promises. Drop in
for a minute, and the fabulous world of the crafting cafe wraps itself around you,
pulling you in right from the first page. Beautifully written, with a heroine I rooted
for all the way, and a great supporting cast. Original and assured, and like a cup of
Orange Pekoe tea - perfect to enjoy in the afternoon' Jane Linfoot, author of The
Vintage Cinema Club

Abby Cooper: Psychic Eye
A Love Letter to America's Heartland, the Great Midwest When it comes to defining
what we know as all-American baking, everything from Bundt cakes to brownies
have roots that can be traced to the great Midwest. German, Scandinavian, Polish,
French, and Italian immigrant families baked their way to the American Midwest,
instilling in it pies, breads, cookies, and pastries that manage to feel distinctly
home-grown. After more than a decade of living in California, author Shauna Sever
rediscovered the storied, simple pleasures of home baking in her Midwestern
kitchen. This unique collection of more than 125 recipes includes refreshed
favorites and new treats: Rhubarb and Raspberry Swedish Flop Danish Kringle
Secret-Ingredient Cherry Slab Pie German Lebkuchen Scotch-a-Roos Smoky
Cheddar-Crusted Cornish Pasties . . . and more, which will make any kitchen feel
like a Midwestern home.
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Dark Chocolate Demise
You’re invited to the Sweet Nothings trunk show. See what the shop has to offer,
taste some wonderful food, catch up with friends, and solve a murder… Emma
Taylor is happy to be drawing in customers at her aunt Arabella’s lingerie shop,
Sweet Nothings, but replacing the store’s broken window is going to cost a small
fortune. Hoping to hoist up their sagging profits, Arabella arranges to have a trunk
show at the home of a local socialite who will invite all of her friends and take care
of the catering. All Emma and Arabella have to do is show up and show off their
wares. Seems simple enough… A gorgeous spread is prepared for the event,
including delicious cupcakes topped with edible flowers. But after one of the
partygoers takes a bite and winds up dead, the guest list becomes a suspect list.
Now Emma must separate facts from idle gossip before the killer gives the cops
the slip…

On Borrowed Time
Hayley Snow's life always revolved around food. But when she applies to be a food
critic for a Key West style magazine, she discovers that her new boss would be
Kristen Faulkner-the woman Hayley caught in bed with her boyfriend! Hayley
thinks things are as bad as they can get-until the police pull her in as a suspect in
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Kristen's murder. Kristen was killed by a poisoned key lime pie. Now Hayley must
find out who used meringue to murder before she takes all the blame.

Book, Line, and Sinker
Sugar and spice and murderous vice. That’s what pageants are made of…
Normally Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura wouldn’t be caught dead at a beauty
pageant, but when Mel’s mom asks them to provide cupcakes for the seventy-fifth
annual Sweet Tiara contest as a favor for her best friend, they can’t say no. Plus,
between cooking up a daily display for the three-day event and sponsoring a
cupcake creation challenge for the participants, Fairy Tale Cupcakes will get great
publicity. But the world of pageants is even hotter than Mel’s kitchen. A highstrung judge and a pushy stage mom target Lupe, a young friend of Mel and
Angie’s, at the competition and aim to take her out—by any means necessary.
When the same judge shows up dead underneath Mel and Angie’s cupcake display,
Lupe is crowned the lead suspect. Now Mel and Angie will have to find the real
killer quickly or Lupe may be strutting the catwalk in prison pinstripes…

Wedding Cake Crumble
From the New York Times bestselling author It may be summertime, but sales at
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Fairy Tale Cupcakes are below zero--and owners Melanie Cooper and Angie
DeLaura are willing to try anything to heat things up. So when local legend Slim
Hazard offers them the chance to sell cupcakes at the annual Juniper Pass rodeo,
they're determined to rope in a pretty payday! But not everyone at the Juniper
Pass is as sweet for Fairy Tale Cupcakes as Slim--including star bull-rider Ty Stokes.
Mel and Angie try to steer clear of the cowboy's short fuse, but when his dead body
is found face down in the hay, it's a whole different rodeo. With a vengeful
murderer on the loose, the ladies are quickly realizing that while they came to save
their business, they may have to save themselves--and that's no bull. INCLUDES
SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES

Vanilla Beaned
The host of two popular TLC series and author of the best-selling Cooking Italian
with the Cake Boss shares dozens of step-by-step recipes that explain how to cook,
bake and decorate a creative assortment of special-occasion appetizers, dinners
and desserts.

Red Velvet Revenge
The New York Times bestselling Cupcake Bakery Mysteries bake up sweet
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surprises, but as the series continues, Mel and Angie are in for a fresh batch of
trouble… Scottsdale, Arizona, may not be the liveliest place on earth, but it’s never
been as dead as this. Hundreds of fans have gathered together for the first annual
Old Town Zombie Walk, and Mel, Angie, and the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew are
donning their best undead attire to sell some horror-themed desserts to the hungry
hordes. But the fun turns to fright when Mel finds a real dead body in a prop casket
outside of the bakery’s truck—and the corpse looks alarmingly like a zombie of
their own. Knowing that Joe, Angie’s brother and Mel’s former flame, has been
working on a dangerous mob case, Mel worries that the murder is a hit gone wrong
and that someone near and dear was the real target. To keep any of her friends
from winding up six feet under, Mel will do whatever it takes to find a killer—no
matter how scary things get INCLUDES RECIPES

Going, Going, Ganache
When a cupcake war ends in murder, Sophie Winston searches for a taste of justice
in the seventh Domestic Diva mystery. Sophie and her BFF, Nina Reid Norwood,
share a sweet spot for animals. So Sophie is delighted to help when Nina cooks up
Cupcakes and Pupcakes—a fund-raising event for animal shelters. But Old Town is
in for a whole batch of trouble when a partner leaves Sugar Baby Bakery and
unveils her competing cupcakery, Sugar Mama, precisely as the fund-raiser gets
under way. Just as it seems nothing else can go wrong, Sugar Baby’s sole
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remaining employee is found dead. Suspicion falls on the feuding owners, but the
scrumptious new guy in town is also raising some eyebrows. Now Sophie and Nina
have to sift through the clues and discover who isn’t as sweet as they seem
Includes delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

Death by the Dozen
Sophie Winston begins to wonder if her future brother-in-law is a murderer after his
ex-wife is found hanging from a pergola.

Pumpkin Spice Peril
Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura are finally living out their dream as the proud
owners of the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery. But their first big client is a nightmare.
She's a bridezilla who wants 500 custom cupcakes for her wedding. When Mel
stumbles upon the bride-to-be dead-by-cupcake, she becomes the prime suspect.
To save themselves and their business, the ladies need to find the real murderer,
before the cupcake killer ices someone else.

Sprinkle with Murder
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In the twelfth Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York Times bestselling author
Jenn McKinlay, the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew follows the clever crumb trail of a killer
who's anything but cookie-cutter. Life is all sugar and spice for the Fairy Tale
Cupcake bakers--Melanie Cooper is engaged to the delectable Joe DeLaura, Angie
Harper and her husband Tate are savoring married life, and the bakery is bustling
with happy customers. Until one of their most valued cupcake connoisseurs ends
up dead. Local glass artist and cupcake lover Rene Fischer-Klein has always
suffered from a wide variety of health issues. In an effort to cheer her up, her
doting husband, Peter, brings her a four-pack of her favorite cupcakes every week.
But when the police discover that Rene has been poisoned, there's no sugarcoating
the fact that the last things she ate were the bakery's signature pumpkin spice
cupcakes! With their lives and bakery at stake, it's up to Mel and Angie to find out
who poisoned their artist friend and why, before their future is frosted for good.

Due or Die
The New York Times bestselling Cupcake Bakery Mysteries bake up sweet
surprises, but as the series continues, Mel and Angie are in for a fresh batch of
trouble… Scottsdale, Arizona, may not be the liveliest place on earth, but it’s never
been as dead as this. Hundreds of fans have gathered together for the first annual
Old Town Zombie Walk, and Mel, Angie, and the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew are
donning their best undead attire to sell some horror-themed desserts to the hungry
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hordes. But the fun turns to fright when Mel finds a real dead body in a prop casket
outside of the bakery’s truck—and the corpse looks alarmingly like a zombie of
their own. Knowing that Joe, Angie’s brother and Mel’s former flame, has been
working on a dangerous mob case, Mel worries that the murder is a hit gone wrong
and that someone near and dear was the real target. To keep any of her friends
from winding up six feet under, Mel will do whatever it takes to find a killer—no
matter how scary things get INCLUDES RECIPES

Sugar and Iced
Olivia Greyson is the proud owner of The Gingerbread House—a quaint shop that
specializes in all things cookie—and her best friend, Maddie, is her sidekick, baking
up scrumptious treats for their cookie-themed parties. But when a stunning antique
cookie cutter collection leads to murder, things get a bit too hot to handle…

Bigger Bolder Baking
A new Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York Times bestselling author Jenn
McKinlay is icing on the cupcake! After a cupcake-flinging fiasco at a photo shoot
for a local magazine, Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura agree to make amends by
hosting a weeklong corporate boot camp at Fairy Tale Cupcakes. The idea is the
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brainchild of billionaire Ian Hannigan, new owner of SWS (Southwest Style), a
lifestyle magazine that chronicles the lives of Scottsdale’s rich and famous. He’s
assigned his staff to a team-building week of making cupcakes for charity. It’s clear
that the staff would rather be doing just about anything other than frosting baked
goods. But when the magazine’s creative director is found murdered outside the
bakery, Mel and Angie have a new team-building exercise—find the killer before
their business goes AWOL. INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES

The Whale and the Cupcake
A new Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York Times bestselling author Jenn
McKinlay is icing on the cupcake! After a cupcake-flinging fiasco at a photo shoot
for a local magazine, Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura agree to make amends by
hosting a weeklong corporate boot camp at Fairy Tale Cupcakes. The idea is the
brainchild of billionaire Ian Hannigan, new owner of SWS (Southwest Style), a
lifestyle magazine that chronicles the lives of Scottsdale’s rich and famous. He’s
assigned his staff to a team-building week of making cupcakes for charity. It’s clear
that the staff would rather be doing just about anything other than frosting baked
goods. But when the magazine’s creative director is found murdered outside the
bakery, Mel and Angie have a new team-building exercise—find the killer before
their business goes AWOL. INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES
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Red Velvet Revenge
Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura's Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery is gearing up for
Valentine's Day. Unfortunately someone has iced Baxter Malloy on his first date
with Mel's mother. Now Mom's a suspect, and Mel and Angie need to find time
around frosting to dig into the man's shady past and discover who served him his
just desserts.

Dark Chocolate Demise
When a breakup via cupcake threatens to crumble their friend's life for good, Mel
and Angie race to solve the murder as this New York Times bestselling series
continues Love is in the air at Fairy Tale Cupcakes as Angie prepares for her
wedding, but co-owner, Mel, is preparing for a breakup. Her old friend, Diane
Earnest, is dumping her fiancé after discovering he’s only marrying her for her
money. She wants Mel to personally deliver a batch of caramel breakup cupcakes
to the louse and give her a play-by-play of his reaction. When Mel finally tracks the
man down, the look on his face isn’t the reaction she was expecting: he’s dead.
After the police arrive and see the incriminating cupcakes, Diane becomes their
prime suspect. If she hopes to taste freedom again, Mel and Angie must make sure
the real killer gets their just desserts INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES From the
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Paperback edition.

Dying for Devil's Food
The New York Times bestselling Library Lover's mysteries continue with a hot new
case Loving a good cup of coffee runs in the family for Briar Creek library director
Lindsey Norris. But when her brother, Jack, a consultant for a coffee company, goes
missing, her favorite beverage becomes a key clue in a dangerous mystery.
Between preparing the library for the holidays and juggling the affections of exboyfriend, Captain Mike Sullivan, and her new crush, actor Robbie Vine, Lindsey
has her hands full. But the mysterious disappearance of her world-traveling
playboy brother takes precedence over all. Afraid that involving the police could
brew trouble for Jack, Lindsey takes matters into her own hands. But as her quest
for her brother embroils her in a strange case involving South American business
dealings and an enigmatic and exotic woman, it’ll take the help of both her library
book club—the crafternooners—and her eager-to-please suitors to keep Jack from
ending up in hot water… INCLUDES READING GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS From
the Paperback edition.

Paris Is Always a Good Idea
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From fish and fiddleheads to salmonberries and Spam, Alaskan cuisine spans the
two extremes of locally abundant wild foods and shelf-stable ingredients produced
thousands of miles away. As immigration shapes Anchorage into one of the most
ethnically diverse cities in the country, Alaska’s changing food culture continues to
reflect the tension between self-reliance and longing for distant places or faraway
homes. Alaska Native communities express their cultural resilience in gathering,
processing, and sharing wild food; these seasonal food practices resonate with all
Alaskans who come together to fish and stock their refrigerators in preparation for
the long winter. In warm home kitchens and remote cafés, Alaskan food brings
people together, creating community and excitement in canning salmon, slicing
muktuk, and savoring fresh berry pies. This collection features interviews,
photographs, and recipes by James Beard Award–winning journalist and thirdgeneration Alaskan Julia O’Malley. Touching on issues of subsistence, climate
change, cultural mixing and remixing, innovation, interdependence, and
community, The Whale and the Cupcake reveals how Alaskans connect with the
land and each other through food.

It's Raining Cupcakes
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Cupcake Bakery Mysteries
comes the start of a series about a library where the mysteries refuse to stay in
the fiction section Lindsey is getting into her groove as the director of the Briar
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Creek Public Library when a New York editor visits town, creating quite a buzz.
Lindsey’s friend Beth wants to sell the editor her children’s book, but Beth’s
boyfriend, a famous author, gets in the way. When they go to confront him, he’s
found murdered—and Beth is the prime suspect. Lindsey has to act fast—before
they throw the book at the wrong person.

The Diva Frosts a Cupcake
To boost business, Fairy Tale Cupcakes owners Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura
decide to sell cupcakes at the annual Juniper Pass rodeo, but their attempt to save
their business turns into a fight for survival when a murderer with a sweet tooth
strikes. Original. 45,000 first printing.

Book, Line, and Sinker
From Amanda Rettke, founder of the popular blog I Am Baker, comes SurpriseInside Cakes with recipes and techniques to make dozens of stunning, imaginative
cakes for every occasion, each with something special inside. Whether it’s a
striking, all-white cake with a secret red velvet heart baked inside; a birthday cake,
complete with a surprise balloon cake in the middle; or the gorgeous hydrangea
cake that took the blogosphere by storm; Amanda’s cakes are downright
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revolutionary—and really fun to prepare. This beautifully designed cookbook
contains eye-popping color photos and step-by-step instructions to create
incredible surprise-inside cakes in your own kitchen. For Amanda Rettke, every
cake is a gift to be shared with family and friends, a special treat that should be
lovingly prepared and meticulously designed—from the inside out.

Midwest Made
"Includes scrumptious recipes" -- page [4] of cover.

Caramel Crush
From chef and online baking star Gemma Stafford, you can get more than 100
accessible, flavor-packed recipes that anyone can make—anytime, anywhere—in
her very first baking cookbook. Gemma Stafford—chef and host of the top online
baking show Bigger Bolder Baking—has worked as a pastry chef at a monastery in
Ireland, a Silicon Valley tech startup, and a Michelin-starred restaurant in San
Francisco, and now brings her incredible desserts to life every week for millions of
viewers via YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and her popular website,
BiggerBolderBaking.com. Gemma hopes to restore baking as an everyday art, and
this dessert cookbook is your guide. BAKE WITH CONFIDENCE 100+ sweet and
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simple dessert recipes for maximum deliciousness with minimal effort Use just a
few common ingredients and basic kitchen tools for bold twists on cakes, cookies,
pies, ice cream, and more Every recipe has gorgeous color photography and stepby-step instructions that anyone can follow with ease ANYTIME BAKING An
approach unique among baking cookbooks, the chapters are organized by the
basic tools you’ll need—such as Wooden Spoon & Bowl, Rolling Pin, or No Oven
Needed—so you can choose the recipes that are most convenient for you during
any spur-of-the-moment craving BOLD NEW RECIPES & CLASSICS Surefire hits
include Chocolate Lava Pie, Baked Cinnamon-Sugar Churros, Gemma’s Best-Ever
Chocolate Chip Cookies, “In Case of Emergency” One-Minute Mug Brownie,
Raspberry Swirl Cheesecake Ice Cream, and many more BONUS: A chapter on Bold
Baking Basics includes essential techniques, tips, and in-a-pinch substitutions so
you can whip up Gemma’s irresistible desserts with confidence

Family Celebrations with the Cake Boss
Abby Cooper is a P.I., psychic intuitive. But her insight failed her when she didn't
foresee the death of one of her clients-or that the lead investigator for the case is
the gorgeous blind date she just met. Now, with the police suspicious of her
abilities and a killer on the loose, Abby's future looks more uncertain than ever.
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Surprise-Inside Cakes
One of Popsugar’s Best New Books for Summer 2020 A thirty-year-old woman
retraces her gap year through Ireland, France, and Italy to find love—and
herself—in this hilarious and heartfelt novel. It's been seven years since Chelsea
Martin embarked on her yearlong postcollege European adventure. Since then,
she's lost her mother to cancer and watched her sister marry twice, while
Chelsea's thrown herself into work, becoming one of the most talented fundraisers
for the American Cancer Coalition, and with the exception of one annoyingly
competent coworker, Jason Knightley, her status as most successful moneymaker
is unquestioned. When her introverted mathematician father announces he's
getting remarried, Chelsea is forced to acknowledge that her life stopped after her
mother died and that the last time she can remember being happy, in love, or
enjoying her life was on her year abroad. Inspired to retrace her steps—to find
Colin in Ireland, Jean Claude in France, and Marcelino in Italy—Chelsea hopes that
one of these three men who stole her heart so many years ago can help her find it
again. From the start of her journey nothing goes as planned, but as Chelsea
reconnects with her old self, she also finds love in the very last place she expected.
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